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ABSTRACT 

Plasmdwall interaction studies are being carried aut using 
tht Divertor Materials Exposure System (DIMES) on 
Dma. The objective of the experiment is to determine the 
kinetic energy and flux of deuterium ions reaching the diver- 
tat target during argon-induced radiative disruptions. “he 
experimenr utilizes 8 special slotted ion analyzer mounted 
over a Si sample to collect the fast charge-exchange (CX) 
deutcrium fletmals emitted within the recycled cold neutral 
layer (CNL) which E;CTYCS as a CX target for the incident 
ions. 

A theoretical interpretation of the experiment t w 4 s  8 strong 
”forward” pirch-angle dependence in the approaching ion 
distribution function. The depth distribution ofthe trapped D 
in the Si sample was measured using low-energy direct recoil 
spectroscopy. Comparison with the TIUbi code using 
monomergetic ions indicated that the best fit to the dsta was 
obUirted for an ion energy of 100 eV. An estimate of the 
CNL thickness lnd.4 indicates hat  during disruptions the 
CNL “cushion” is thick enough ta reduce the local ion heat 
load by -30% due to CX refluxing. 

I. W T R O D U ~ N  

Plasma disruptions ue n suiaus concern in tokamak design 
becawe O f  the high impulsive heat loads which can cause 
smng etosion of divertor materials due to enhanced sputter- 
ing, or melring/ablatian in the most severe cases. Predictions 
of net erosion rates and hence component lifetimes are very 
difficult and arc highly dependent on the plasma conditions 
over the divertor target. It is therefae necessary to chamcter- 
ize the properties of the scrape-off plasma nex the diverror 
target plate undcr these special conditions. The angular and 
cncrfl distribution of ions impinging on the divertor plate is 
deeded in order to calculate and benchulark surface erosion, 
in plasma transport, and redeposition of impurity mmdions 
due to sputtering [1,2]. The ion distribution neaf the tugel 
plate also controls the thicksess of the vapor shield [3] and 
the erosion rate. 

D m d  is an ideal experimental p l a t f m  for studying disrup- 
tion issues because the plasma caw be opesated in a single- 
null confl~ation Similar LO ITER [4]. Plasma wdl  intcm- 
t b n  studies are being carried out in the DMJ3 program. 
One primary experimental need is to provide infomalion on 
the angular and energy disrribution of the incident ions and 
OL neutral atam on the divertor plate dwing a disruption. 

A special slotkd ion analyzer able to withstud high-hear 
flux was designed for charactwiziag the ionslCX neuuals 
impinging on the divertor target near the outboard divertor 
strike poini. The device actuaIiy collects fast CX neutrals 
originating fmm ions interacting with tbc cold neutral layer 
(Cm) over tht divertor surface. 

First results from &e slotted ion analyzer and theoretical 
interpretation me reported hem. In Section II, we describe the 
apparatus, and present measurements of the fluxes and ener- 
gies of the partides collected during a sen- of &-induced 
disruptions. In Section IlT we empIoy a simple kinetic model 
to establish the necessary relationship between the directional 
flux of. the collected neuuals and the gyto-motion of the 
approaching ions. In Section IV we formufate an e x p s i o n  
for the total neutral particle flux or 8tcaj density af the bmom 
of the slot. Consideration is given to the actual dot geometry 
and limited solid angle of collection. The measured and 
calculated anal densities of the implanted D atom are then 
compared in Section V. 

The slatted particle analyzer consists of a silicon crystal 
wafer, the collector, covered by a stoned mask, which pro- 
vides four viewing angles into the divertor plasma at fl = 
0.30.45, and 60 degtes. The entire assembly is mounted on 
the retractable DiMES head a3 shown in Fig. 1. The ltngfh- 
wise direction of the slots, with length .! = 1.21 cm, is p a -  
pendim1a.r to the magnetic field, which makes an oblique 
angle CL = 2.7 degree with ttspcct IO the divwtor target plate. 
The entrance slit at the lop of !he assembly is flush mounted 
with thc tar@ plate, and-it i s  shaped and positioned relarive 
to the bottom slots as if the walls of these “stubby” slots uwe 
individually extended all the way up to the entrance hole as 
shown ‘in Fig. 2. The sloi half-width is 6 = 0.5 mm, and the 
slot dcptb (from eutrance plane to Si crystal), is d = 
0.5% cm. This canted slot arrangement serves as a direc- 
tional anaIyzer for the appronching. ions which leave a CX 
neutral “imprint” at each view angle; the lirnited amount of 
fast neutrals striiing the Si sample prevents damage. 

The Si sample was exposed to three cmsecutive Ar-i&uced 
disruptions: DIGD shots 81166-8. In-shot rneasuredplssma 
patametns such as heat-flux on tha divertor target plate were 
determined from high-sped infrared thermography. The 
actual value on the sample is QL = 70 Mw/m2. The tempon1 
behavior indicates B tiisuption pulse width of - 2 ms. 
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Fig. 1. Slmd ion anIypm mduntcd on DiMES probe in DIII-D divcrtw 

Fig. 2, Ion gym motion in coId neutral layer abave DiMES w l c  

The amount of D trapped in the Si was measured using thc 
D(3He,p)4He nuclear mution to quantitatively determine 
the areal density NA of D wir)rio the first few pm of 
the sample. The amounts are displayed in Fig. 3 as f3 is 
Varied. 

"be trapped D depth distributionwas measured at each 
view angle using low-energy direct =coil specuoscopy. 
A I .OO keV Ne+ beam served both for the P analysis and 
for sputtering craters in the sample. An energy andyzer 
recorded he intensity of positive ions emitted near 
0.27 kcV. For each profile, the s i p 1  was integrated for a 
constant incremcnral Ne+ dose and then recmded for 200 
successive intcwals. The sputter erosion rate was 
determined by measuring the final crater depths with a 
profilometer. Depth profiles were generated by converting 
the do% scale to depth, and the recoil signal to D 
concentration. The depth conversion was d e  using an 
erosion rate derived from rhc prpfi?ometry measurements. 

A mgC curve calclllatcd for monoenergetic D in Si based 
on Magee's experimental measuremen& [6] finds that the 
indicated energy for D striking the sample ia approxi- 
mately 100 eV at the normal view angle. me incident par- 
ticle energy appears to be slightly lower at the other view 
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mgles. A number of implant distributions were calculated 
using the TRIM code [7,8]. The calculations were 
restricted to energies 2100 eV, a region whcrc the inter- 
atomic potentid is considered reliable. The irnplant pro- 
file ftom TRfM was compared with the data for normal 
@ = 0) incidence, verifying that Eo = 100 eV. 

Pmm these results we can estimate the density of the ions 
at the target plate. Combine the heat flux formula on the 
divertor target, QL= SinaJili6uTi, with Ern- et al.3 
expression for the flux of collwionless ions at a sheath 
edge I'ili = 1/4 nivibE (& = 2.2) [SI. Taking Ti = LQO eV, 
and heat flux transmission coefficient = 5, we find ni = 
3x1014 an-? Our justification far assuming collisionless 
approaching ims is that the ions had their last collision at 
a distance from the target plate - s i n d i i  = 3,6 cm. This 
excads rhe neutral density scale length, which is deduced 
in the next section to be appmxbtiAy -1 n 

IIL ON THE RELATION BETWEEN TRE ;INCIDEWl? 
IONS AM, TEEFAST C X  NEUTRALS REACHING 

D I b m s m  
To charnckrjze the CNt and the ion distribution function 
of the approaching (fast] ions we need to see how b y  ace 
tclated to the measured quantities, namely the areal den- 
sity of the implanted D atoms, or the f&t n e u d  atom flux 
at the slot bottoms, and ik variation with view angle 8. 
Referring to Fig. 2 again, ions having different pitch 
angle-like variables cost 3 p = v i e  with respect to lhe 
magnetic field have different path-lengths tbmugh the 
CN'L and therefore suffer different amounts of Qt attenu- 
ation. Assuming a one dimensional z-variation nonnd to 
the target plate, the kinetic equation for the attenuated fast 
ion distribution f(v,g,t), is  given by 



where g is the neuttal atom distriburion Function, X(f,g) is 
the charge exchange collision operator [9], and Vion is the 
electron impact ionization frequency (neglected here). We 
can simplify X(f,g) by neglecting fast ion CX with the 
hot@) neutral component Elative tu CX with the cold(c} 
neutral component, which we represent by a delta function 
in velocity. This yields X(€,g) t n&)v a,(v)f(v,p,z), 
where a#) is the CX am section. This scpwiition can 
be motivated under disruption conditions because the ratio 
of the respective layer thicknesses !nGddfnhdz > 

(L&,) >> 1. The frst inequality is related to 
the fact tha~ fast CX neutral reflux back to plasma can be 
nQ hgcr  than the efflux of cold neutmls emitted from the 
target plate. To achieve the second equality, we observe 
that Ti = 100 eV is much larger than the cold neuttal. 
Franck-Condon temperature Tnc = 2-3 eV, and the m s p e ~  
live density scale lengths are comparabIe. (A random walk 
argument [9f shows that outside the CNL the hot density 
scale length Lh - (\,,nh)ln = 0.95 m, where the respec- 
tive mean free paths for ionization and CX m Aion = 
v/&, = 1.1 cm and & = l/qQ, = 0.83 cm. It will be 
shown that the CNL scale length IS L, - 1 cm. so indeed 
r, - J+) 
We examine the solution when the CNL has an exponen- 
tial density pmfile, nc = n&xp-(z-d)L, where nCo is the 
neutral density at the target plate z = d. This is simply 

f(v,p,z) = f, (v,p) exp 

The approaching ion distribution function is chosen to 
have B simple form, 

fm(v,pl = ~(vp&xp (-A vf> for 0 cp c 1 

= O  for -1*:p<O (3) 
whcE the constant C can be normalized to the ion density 
nj obtained in Section U, atid for continuity the pitch angle 
anisovaphy index k 3 0; it's value will be adjusted to 
match the NA@) data. In essence, the ions are the attracted 
specks in the presheath, SO negative values of VII are not 
allowed. For k = 2, this fom takes after the anisotropic 
collisionless ion model of Emmen et al. [SI, and for k = 0 
the approaching ions would be isotropic. 

Turning to the fast CX deuwal transport. we employ 
a spherical coordinate system .with polar axis in the 
z-direction, and origin affixed to the center of tfit slot 
bottom (r = 0). In Fig. 4 is &own a si& view of a canted 
slot fa Lhe 9 = 6 2  plane of symmetry. We derive an 
expression for the total neutral flux at the origin. The 
kinetic equation for the fast CX neutrals going tawards the 
on'g;in ia given by 

(4) 

Fig. 4 Cross sectional slot gmmefry. md splmical coordinare system 
used in t)lc c d e u ~ ~ o t ~  of fist n e u M  flu lo mier of slot bottom 
(origin). 

* 
where Q = 4 is the unit normal directed towards the 
origin. Fast CX ntutr& emitted from the volume element 
at (64.r) in direction Q come from ions with pitch angle 
given by the geometric relation 1.1 = sirlacost3 + cosusinB 
sin$. Integration of Eq. (4) along the radial coordinate 
from r = 00 to r = 0, yieIds the d d o n a l  flux &,= vg) of 
the fast neutrals at the origin: Iw(v,€l,$) = G [v,p(9,$)]1 
cos& where G [v,p@,+)J = pvsinc&(v,p) I1-exp-dp1, 
and z = ax&) n&,Jsincr is a dimensionless CNL 
thickness, 

The total neutral flux at the silicon sample with speeds 
between v and v + dv is therefore 

(5)  

Finally, the areal density of implanted neumds in the sam- 
ple is NA = !/Tns(v)v2dvdt. Since is weakly varying 
for ion speeds corresponding to 101) cv, wc can set a, = 
4 x 10-1~ cm-2, allowing B straightforward integration 
over speed. me h e  integration is taken as Sdi - td. 

rm(vi = I G(~ ,B .~ )  sinead@ 

IV- VIEW FACTOR CALCULATION 

The slot walls limit the solid angle view, or 0.4 integra- 
tion limits, making evaluation of the douMe integral in 
Eq. (5 )  quite complicated. Fortunately, one can do a single 
integration in j.i while trying out different forms of f d v .  
j.0 until iht computed areal density in each slot is matched 
to the data. For txatnplt, considtr flu to Ihc B $ 0  canted 
slots. There llte three "critical" palar angles; the fmt two, 
81 and are indicated in Fig. 4, and the maximum 01ar 
angle is given by tanO,,, = (C2r4d2 e By 
syminetty we need only consider the 8 integration over 
cheinrtrval -xi2 S 9 s m. wi&in ms range. nrlnfmrcrn 
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value of Q for a given polar angleNis given by sin+&@) 
= tantIlcot9. The maximum value of QI is d 2  when 0 is 
less than C$, otherwise it is given by sin&&@= 
tan€+cote. Thus Eq. (5) becomes 

62 
r,,(v)=2 Isinwe 7 G(V,e,+)dq 

81 qmin(e) 

*ma, +=(e) 

02 +min(e) 

(6) 

+2 /sin€ldO I G(v,Q,cp)d+ 

Wc next switch integration variables, using the idcntity 
dOd$ = J’ldQdrJ., where the transfornation Jacobian is 
given by J(8,l) = (cos2cr - cos29 - p2 .c 2 p i n w 8 ) 1 n .  
Reversing the order of integration allow$ tb e-integration, 
now with *dependent limits, to be dons analytically. 
After considerabk manipulation, the flux integral rtducts 
to 

sin(a+%z) 

sin(a+81) 
r,(v)=n G(p,vv)dp 

w h m  = 1 t. tanf3lcota. and q,, = 1 + tanO2~0tcl. The 
expression for the 0 = 0 slot is  similar; the difference is 
associated with the condition in Eq. (3) that negative 
values of cr we not allowed. 

Y. S[3MMARY 

The results of the flux calculation are summarized in 
Fig. 3. In mdcr to fit the experimental HA@) data we had 
to adjust two quantities: the neutral layer thickness T, 
which affecrs the magnitude and shape of the curves; and 
the ion misotrophy paamttcr k, whicb af€ccts mosdy the 
shape, The best fit  to the data fl z 0 indicates that z = 0.70, 
and k = 1,45 This means that nc& = 2 x 101 3 ~ m - ~ ,  and 
e4alding length L, a 1 cm. The angular ion distribution 
Function is anisompic, and is near 2, as suggested by the 
COllidon~ess Ion pr&3h~atk modcl of Emmen 61 dl. [SI. 
UnfOrtUnatdy, the meamred NA for 0 &$$?e sloE is about 
a factor of 10 larger than the model result. This discrep- 

ancy may be due to the accumulation of CX neutrals in the 
0 degree sloc from the core plasma between disruprions. 

To gain an appreciation for the apparently enhanced Cm 
thickness during a DIlT-I3 disruption, we have plotted in 
Fig. 5.the theoretical hot partide transmission coefficient 
T(z) defined as: 

This result indicates thnt during the disruption experiment, 
wilh z = 0.70, T = 0.7, the CNL can help shield the target 
surface from the ion heat flux by refluxing Fast CX 
neutrals back to plasma. 

Further measurements and theoretical modeling are 
needed before definitive statements can bc made concmhg 
the scding of the CNL thickness, and the ion distribution 
function with tiuge heat flux QL 

. QA 
at IO 10.0 

z (mulrallrryathiirlead) 

Rg. 5. Flux mn\isc;ion facmr rhrough cold neutral layer Y a fonccion 
of iv; t h i w t  t &Antdin text. 


